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About This Game

Enter Jumpix Jump adventures, solve jumping puzzles, try to gather all diamonds and find the entrance to next level!

Game is non-violent, special designed for kids, to enjoy collecting diamonds and force them to think to solve simple puzzles.
Game main objective is to find the entrance to next level, as well as collecting as many diamonds as possible. However, the way
is full of jumping puzzles to solve or hidden diamonds that you need to find. Gathering all diamonds is optional, but in the same

time is a challenge for you! Levels combines outdoor and indoor environments in such way to give you a perfect relaxing and
entertaining adventure!
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Seaside Digital Arts
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Seaside Digital Arts
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Dual Core 2GHz

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Graphics: 1GB DirectX 9.0c

DirectX: Version 9.0c

Storage: 2 GB available space

Sound Card: Any DirectX Compatible
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jumpix jump

A worthy successor to Predynastic Egypt. If you haven't played that title I recommend picking it first - it's a more compact
experience that will get you used to the rules and unusual format of Clarus Victoria's games.

In a nutshell, it plays like a Civ mod with a very narrow focus. The starting conditions are mostly the same every time, and the
objectives are exactly the same, though you do get a lot more latitude compared to Predynastic Egypt. The game is a lot longer
this time around with about 6-7 hours per playthrough. Because of this I would suggest that you play the game on at least the
historical difficulty settings. If you struggle at the beginning, which is likely as it's a tough start, start a new game on beginner
and play till the first two challenges so you can learn the ropes, then restart on historical. I played through the whole game on
beginner and the last hour or two were very tedious and had no challenge, and it was too long for me to want to go back and play
it again on the historical settings.

Also be careful of the save and load difficulty settings! It doesn't save on exit, only on autosave, and on the toughest setting it
deletes the save game when you load. So make sure you play till the next autosave else you'll lose your progress outright.

But that's just nitpicking really, it's a great game if you're after a more crafted and historical strategy experience. If you want an
infinitely replayable Civ-like then look elsewhere.. Great Meme! If you got some time to kill and like memes its not a bad
game! :P

9/10 Wish it was longer but still not a bad game for the price. Before they were known as Himalaya Studios, the devs lovingly
recreated three titles from two of my favorite franchises... King's Quest and Quest For Glory. They are fantastic and I
recommend them to anyone who enjoys point and click adventures. They are so good, in fact, that I will give this irritating, 800
x 600 eye-destroying quick cash-in monstrosity a free pass. You're welcome, guys.. fun fun fun.....
challenging enough, and takes some time to finish (no shortcuts)... maybe not so much as the time it took me ...... but some time.
you will get your money's worth, I would say.
23h and 190 game days.

The game is fun and has a good difficulty. The graphics serve their purpose, the audio is just fine, etc etc ;)

8/10. All right, let\u2019s start with a small gripe. This is the latest game in the Witches\u2019 Legacy series to be released on
Steam. However, it is also the earliest chronologically in the series. And based on the \u201cOther Games\u201d page... Well,
we are missing \u201cThe Charleston Curse\u201d. This is a slight annoyance to me, since I like reading\/playing stories from
the beginning\u2026

Anyway, you have apparently dealt with a witch before, and saved your relative Lynn (who is still a child). Unfortunately, the
power within her has begun to manifest further and the witch you thought dead may not be so\u2026 extinct. Now, you must
rush to save Lynn again.

The plot is engaging, the HO scenes fun, and the minigames challenging. Get in the bundle.. Fun at first, but there's nothing to
keep your interest for over 80 levels: no new upgrades, towers, enemies. The game prioritizes length over compelling content.
What's in it isn't bad, but I can't picture anyone actually playing through every level since it just becomes tedious after awhile. I
got over half way through and have little interest in completing it. Haven't played any co-op.

Consider this review neutral. Buy it on sale if you are interested.. As you can see i have 20 minutes gametime. This includes
doing the tutorial, messing with graphics settings, completing the game, going back to try the game again with even lower
graphics settings. Total gameplay without the loading screens including tutorial is something like 12.
In those 12 minutes you get yet another wave-shooter, a quite pretty one that plays badly, the throwing of balls feels completely
unnatural compared to throwing things in other games (like the lab or budget cuts) and the performance on my gtx 1070 was
horrible, framerates as low as 40 fps was logged, usually bouncing between 60-80fps making for a nausious experience. This
with graphics settings on normal and the supersampling feature (1.27x default) dialed back to 1.0.
Apparently this game features some new AMD technology (i saw it featured on the amd press release for vega) so maybe it
plays better on an AMD gpu, an nvidia gtx 1070 is defently not enough to run this game thou so be ware nvidia users.

All in all this game adds absolutely nothing to the VR scene, its a simple wave shooter much like last years early games but with
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severe performance issues and not very immersive, doesnt feel like you are there due to unnatural controls.

It is simply one of those game devs that go "if we make pretty screenshots we dont need any content or gameplay"
If you are looking for an extremely short wave shooter (think every vive owner is sick of them by now thou) for the vive there
are plenty of other options. This game is great. You basically put a lot of parts together to make a "battlepillar" and send it out to
fight the enemy's battlepillars then the one that kills the other and advances towards the enemy base to destroy it. It's a lot more
fun than it sounds, leading you to come up with new strategys left, right and centre to keep up with the enemy's strategy. The
campaign mode is fairly long and has interesting modes and enemy strategys which change throughout but the best part of the
game is grabbing a friend and going 1v1 where you and your friend will be frantically trying to outdo each ther in a battle of
will. I highly recommend it.
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Just buy the game...this is why you spend lots of cash and got the Vive to begin with...
First of its kind...must try if you have the VR headset.... amazing game! love the goodies and shop items! weekly rewards! this
game is about your strategy, not rng. buy it now! just bought all the dlc to support the devs! hoping for awesome content to keep
flowing in!. Brick breakers fans, get it ! You will never find better for this price!. Hmm, what can I say other than... not great?

This game is very difficult and just didn't do so good responsively. And the fact you HAVE to aim for the head made it very
frustrating. Would have been better if the option to switch to a shoot-where-arrow-is-aiming style. I just can't recommend this
game.

EDIT: Nice, I can't even give a review until I've been subjected to it for five mnutes now? Ugh...

EDIT 2: I DID play the game for 3 minutes. I added this to make things clear as to why I was annoyed that I had to play it
another 2 minutes before my review.. First of all, we should always appreciate indie games, and I've always been a fan of the
indie horror genre. That being said, this is a bad game. Of the ~3 hours of total play time, it does have it's various scary bits. The
real issue is the tedious and useless gameplay in between. It's mostly trial and error 'puzzle' sequences without any real hints or
player direction, with a non scary dead woman roaming the halls periodically. Graphically it was buggy, for some reason on a
gtx 1080, and had a few weird bugs throughout. Overall, probably a 4 or 5/10

Full playthrough: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RRqOPHcJ8CE. Surprisingly interesting game of cards. Though,
everything else in it sucks ))). It's definitely not finished. No online play. Balls trajectories are sometimes quite randow. Your
player won't run despite you're pushing like hell on the right button...

I really regret to have bought it.. A vary cute little game. Simple, well-described rules, then you need to figure out the puzzle. A
big incremental "tutorial" chain introduces the elements in small chunks. Then you get it all.

Worth it at full price, no-brainer when on sale.. How do you play it? In the description there are no instructions or anything.
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